Identification of vascular territory resistances in one-dimensional hemodynamics simulations.
The present work deals with the parameter identification problem in outflow models used in one-dimensional simulations of arterial blood flow. Specifically, the resistive elements that define the models used to account for the blood supply to the vascular territories in arterial networks are computed by solving a system of non-linear equations using a Broyden method. This strategy is employed to compute the terminal parameters in the vascular territories of an anatomically detailed model of the arm comprising 67 arterial segments and 16 vascular territories. A comparison with a simple analytical approach, in terms of vascular territory resistances, average blood flows and time-dependent hemodynamic quantities, is performed. Also, a sensitivity analysis is presented to assess the performance of this new approach in normal and abnormal cardiovascular scenarios. This identification procedure allows to correctly set up hemodynamics simulations in highly detailed arterial networks making possible to gain insight in the aspects related to the blood circulation in arterial vessels.